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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2019 is provided to the community of Dawson Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year.

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

School contact details

Dawson Public School
Stuart Rd
Dharruk, 2770
www.dawson-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
dawson-p.school@det.nsw.edu.au
9625 9031
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School background

School vision statement

Dawson Public School is committed to creating a safe, respectful, flexible and caring environment that empowers
students to discover, acquire and articulate skills as a life–long learner.

Students will demonstrate independence, creativity and collaboration enabling them to be a well–functioning member of
an evolving society.

We are committed to providing equal opportunity and inspired teaching to engage students and develop a sense of
belonging.

School context

Dawson Public School was established in 1972. Enrolments average 360 students P–6. Twelve percent of enrolments
are Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students and forty–one percent have a non–English speaking background.
Dawson Public School is the first appointment for the majority of our staff. Our staff has a number of temporary teachers.

The school is committed to building a student centred environment where they are positively contributing to their own
learning and the school culture.

Dawson Public School is committed to providing quality education for all students with a particular focus on raising
outcomes achieved in literacy and numeracy. The school receives additional funding under the Early Action for Success
initiative which enables the school to employ two Instructional Leaders (one school funded) to build teacher knowledge
and pedagogical practices across the school. The school also receives additional funding to support student needs,
provide up to date resources and innovative technologies to support learning.

We provide many opportunities for students to participate in sporting, performing arts, visual arts and leadership
programs. The school has a strong and active student representative council. Students are given opportunities to make
decisions, build individual character and promote social responsibility and respect for others within a safe and caring
environment.

Dawson Public School is welcoming and friendly and values community involvement and participation. It is set on a large
site which is attractive and well maintained.
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Self-assessment and school achievement

This section of the annual report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The Framework is a
statement of what is valued as excellence for NSW public schools, both now and into the future. The Framework
supports public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality
practice across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading.

Each year, we assess our practice against the Framework to inform our school plan and annual report.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:
https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/school–excellence

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

Elements 2019 School Assessment

LEARNING: Learning Culture Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Wellbeing Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Curriculum Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Assessment Delivering

LEARNING: Reporting Sustaining and Growing

LEARNING: Student performance measures Delivering

TEACHING: Effective classroom practice Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Data skills and use Delivering

TEACHING: Professional standards Sustaining and Growing

TEACHING: Learning and development Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: Educational leadership Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: School planning, implementation and
reporting

Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: School resources Sustaining and Growing

LEADING: Management practices and processes Sustaining and Growing
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Strategic Direction 1

LEARN

Purpose

To create a student centred, positive school environment where every student is engaged in relevant and personalised
teaching and learning programs and feels valued and empowered to positively contribute to the culture of the school.

Improvement Measures

A decrease in student behaviour referrals (major) and suspensions (School Based Data 2018 – 2020)

Students have positive relationships with their peers and teachers (TTFM)

Overall summary of progress

Students are becoming the centre of what we do here at Dawson. Our SRC meet regularly to actively contribute to the
decision making processes including making decisions about Reward Days, creating surveys about playground activities
and interest groups, being involved in the planning and designing phase of our new permanent playground equipment
(install 2020), and fund raising efforts and activities. Peer Play activities are led by our Year 4 students, which focuses on
developing future leaders as well as improving social, emotional and physical skills of identified K–2 students. Our Stage
3 students lead all playground activities including soccer, touch football, handball, basketball and skipping activities. Peer
Support was another initiative implemented this year that has assisted in creating a student centred school environment
where students are positively contributing to the culture of the school. School developed social skills programs and
interventions were also developed and implemented (based on internal behaviour data) to cater for the specific needs of
identified students.

 • 74% reductions in suspensions
 • negative behaviour referrals are entered consistently and used to inform decision making and interventions
 • 87% of students have positive behaviour at school (TTFM NSW Govt Norm 83%)
 • 9.1 of students have positive teacher–student relations (TTFM NSW Govt Norm 8.4)

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Student Centred Curriculum

– Responsive lesson planning

– Differentiation

– Collaborative practice

– Extension programs

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Responsive Lesson Planning

After numerous teacher surveys and professional learning sessions, agreed
upon programming templates were developed for literacy and maths. An
online platform, using Google Drive, was used to collaboratively program to
maximise collaborative practices and share curriculum knowledge. K–2
trialed the online component while other stages continued to work as normal.
K–2 teachers found:
 • online proforma using Google drive did not sync information from Microsoft
software efficiently
 • Microsoft Teams was deemed a more suitable platform
 • Collaboration and sharing of ideas, resources and knowledge significantly
improved cohesion and consistency of teaching instruction across the stage
 • K–2 identified the need to collaborate and plan together as a critical
component to building capacity and teacher knowledge

$90 000 (QTSS and release for
STEAM, extension programs, CC,
CSP)

Funding Sources:
 • Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS) ($57627.00)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

K–2 presented their findings and a collaborative whole school decision was
made to implement online collaborative programming in 2020.

Differentiation/Extension programs

Whilst as a school we are catering for the needs of all our students (this is
evident through the Learning and Support Team and Extension programs on
offer), differentiation is still a key area for future development. The main
areas of focus in this area will be:
 • consistently using student data during curriculum conferences to identify
specific teaching strategies for each group of students
 • programming for differentiation
 • quality teaching practices that embed this into every lesson
Our extension programs were tailored to the needs of our students, and had
some success, however often the extension programs were disrupted due to
staffing shortages.

Collaborative Practice

At Dawson we are committed to learning together to improve teacher
performance and student outcomes. We have made several changes and
enhanced our collaborative practices by:
 • changing the focus of our stage meetings to student learning, rather than
administration. CTJ regularly occurs during these sessions that drive where
to next teaching strategies and programming.
 • Colleagues Sharing Practice (CSP) is highly responsive to the identified
needs of teachers. Every teacher across the school receives an additional
hour every 3 weeks to view an identified colleague delivering a lesson on a
specific topic – often linked to the PDP. In 2020, this will be shortened to 30
minutes in response to teacher feedback which will allow more regular
sharing of expertise and exemplary practice.
 • QTSS – coaching and mentoring has become an integral part of QTSS. All
teachers receive timely fortnightly feedback on their teaching of literacy and
or numeracy. This feedback is then supported by DP ILs and/or stage
supervisors and is also linked to CSP. In response to feedback, this process
will be tweaked in 2020 where teachers develop their own success criteria
and lead the reflective conversations based on their achievement of the
success criteria.
 • Curriculum Conferences (CC) occur 5 weekly. The focus continued to be
on using student data to drive explicit teaching strategies for each group of
students within the classroom.
To further support collaborative practice, syllabus knowledge and teacher
capacity, we will be trialing Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) next
year with the focus on using student data to collaboratively program online.

Process 2: A consistent approach to wellbeing

– Positive Behaviour for Learning

– Learning and Support

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Positive Behaviour for Learning

The PBL team have continued to use data to develop whole school initiatives
that focus on creating a student centred culture where students positively
influence the culture of the school. Some of the many achievements include:
 • The development of a whole school PBL procedures manual
 • Professional learning for teachers to ensure consistency of implementation
 • Consistent procedures in place to support problematic student behaviours,
including transparent communication between the school and home
 • Promoting PBL across the whole school community (newsletters, posters)
and ensuring it is visible around the school (signage)

$300 000 (PBL reward days, signage,
certificates, principal morning tea,
SDD, release for social skills, SLSOs,
speech)

Funding Sources:
 • Low level adjustment for disability
($210788.00)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

 • Students central to the decision making process including the designs for
PBL signs around the school as well as the fixed playground equipment
designs
 • Promotion of school attendance (weekly and termly prizes for outstanding
individual and class attendance)
 • Stage 3 playground leadership development programs, as well as Peer
Support programs giving students opportunities to positively contribute to the
school culture
 • Peer play initiatives developed in response to student data. Year 4 students
selected to develop leadership and shared responsibility
 • Student data was used to develop social skills programs that targeted
specific students and behaviours
In 2020, we would like to use and promote our student data to the wider
school community to celebrate the success of the initiatives that we are
running across the school. In addition, data needs to be communicated to our
students so collectively, teachers, students and parents are all working
together to achieve an identified goal.

Learning and Support

The Learning and Support Team at Dawson meet weekly to identify and
review the changing needs of our students. The support timetable is
extremely fluid and changes based on the changing needs of students.
Numerous developments and improvements in this area have occurred
throughout the year, including:
 • professional learning on the PLASST tool, Learning Support referral
process, personalising the curriculum, supporting students with autism and
trauma
 • survey developed and results derived for support teachers around
consistency, support, self worth and value, programming and communication.
The results were used to develop a clear guide that highlighted the
importance of communication, partnerships and shared accountability to
achieve further student success. Online programs were developed to improve
transparency and shared responsibility
 • student data base developed to monitor students who are receiving
support, have been identified through LST, diagnosis, IEPs, PLPs, OOHC.
This is used to monitor and evaluate programs, as well as improve
communication with parents and carers
 • support teachers have become active members during Curriculum
Conferences and discuss the needs of their students. This enables programs
to be developed in response to student needs.
 • Partnerships with Mission Australia established to support identified stage 3
students
 • Speech therapist and SLSO employed to support identified students with
their speech and fine motor
In 2020, we will focus on the use of data, including work samples, to
demonstrate and celebrate growth.

Process 3: A Connected School Community

– Promoting and celebrating student achievement

– Student Leadership and voice

– Educationally connected community

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Promoting and Celebrating Student Achievement

Celebrating the success of our students, and the work of our teachers, is an
important component of the progress that is being made at Dawson. This
year, we have made the following improvements and achievements:
 • K–6 assemblies (rather than K–2 and 3–6). Whole school assemblies bring

$15 000 (celebrations and morning
teas, peer play and support
equipment, Seesaw, Skoolbag,
Sentral)

Funding Sources:
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

the school community together and promote collective responsibility and
shared success. Processes to inform families of when their children are
receiving an award have been improved
 • Termly Principal morning teas linked to the PBL system – as the year
progressed more and more students achieved this milestone
 • Termly 20/40 nights of reading principal awards
 • Newsletters promote student achievement across the school
 • Skoolbag and Seesaw is used consistently across the school to promote
student achievement and success beyond the school gates
 • Termly Celebrations of Learning are presented by teachers at staff
meetings, often linked to their PDP goals, to celebrate the success they are
having in the classroom with their students.
In 2020, there will be a focus on communicating student data, with a focus on
student growth in the areas of reading, writing and number, across the
school.

Student Leadership and Voice

Our students are undoubtedly positively contributing to the culture of the
school. The shift from what we think our students want to knowing what they
want and giving them a voice is making huge inroads in student engagement,
behaviour and learning. The following achievements have been made in this
area:
 • The student leadership team meet fortnightly to discuss issues and projects
happening around the school. These are presented to the principal and then
communicated to staff at communication meeting
 • SRC actively engaged in the decision making processes (PBL Reward
Days, playground activities and initiatives, fund raising activities,
co–designing areas of the school for future development, peer play activities).
SRC Zone established for students wishing to engage in passive play
activities
 • Peer Play programs established and implemented focused on identified
students as well as developing leadership skills in Year 4 students
 • Stage 3 playground leaders promoting Safe, Respectful, Responsible and
Cooperative learners in all areas of the school
 • Peer Support programs embedded across the school, promoting positive
relationships and shared responsibility
Educationally Connected School Community

We have had wonderful success in this area. It is truly fantastic to see so
many of our families becoming more actively engaged with their child's
learning. The following achievements have been made in this area:
 • Termly Open Classrooms. This initiative was developed in response to
community feedback suggesting they would like more opportunities to see
their children's work and see them learn in the classroom. In response to
surveys, we conducted reading, writing, numeracy and science sessions.
Every session attracted over 100 parents and the feedback was incredibly
positive. Every family who attended was given learning packs to take home
so they could continue to support their child at home
 • Digital student portfolios using Seesaw. Staff were trained in the use of
Seesaw and expectations developed to ensure consistency of student
uploads across the school. As well as uploading work samples, the
achievement of learning goals were also communicated using this platform.
 • 3 Way Goal Setting – Student, teacher and parents discussed the learning
goals of their child. Work samples were used to demonstrate what the goals
set out to achieve. These were revisited and communicated during Semester
1 and 2 reports, as well as Seesaw uploads
 • Meet The teacher – the format was changed to ensure all parents could
access each session. 99% of parents found the information presented
informative and valuable
 • Student reports were streamlined to provide families with more information
that is easier toto  understand. All parents surveyed (100+) supported the
changed being made
 • worked in partnerships with Mission Australia and Bridging the Gap to
provide our families with opportunities to attend courses that develop

 • Socio–economic background
($15000.00)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

strategies to support them and their families at home
In 2020, we hope to further engage our families in parent workshops,
designed to assist families support their students at home in the areas of
reading, writing and numeracy.

Process 4:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Process 5:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Next Steps

There has been significant progress in this strategic area. Next year, in addition to building on the processes already
embedded, we will:

 • Implement whole school, online, responsive programming
 • Trial Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) to further support collaborative practice, build syllabus knowledge

and teacher capacity, with the focus on using student data to collaboratively program online.
 • use student data, including work samples, to demonstrate and celebrate student growth and achievement to the

school and community
 • further engage our families in parent workshops, designed to assist families to support their students at home in

the areas of reading, writing and numeracy.
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Strategic Direction 2

TEACH

Purpose

To create a collaborative school culture where formative and summative data is used expertly to inform and improve
teaching strategies, provide explicit feedback ensuring students have a clear understanding of how to improve.

Improvement Measures

Increase the number of students in the top two bands from year 3 to year 5 by 7%.

Increase the average Year 3 NAPLAN percentages in the top 2 bands (based on last 5 years) by 7%.

Overall summary of progress

As a result of the collaborative effort to ensure every teacher is supported at their stage of development, as well as
establishing a clear focus on consistent evidenced based teaching practices, use of data and to create highly responsive
teaching and learning programs, the students at Dawson have made significant academic progress. This is evidenced
through the 2019 NAPLAN data below:

 • the average percentage of students in the top two bands for literacy and numeracy has jumped from 10.97%
(2018) to 18.24% (2019)

 • the average percentage of students in the top two bands in Year 3 for reading and numeracy has jumped from
12.99% (2018) to 28.67% (2019)

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Explicit Teaching

– K–6 Instructional Leadership

– Explicit Teaching and Feedback

– Articulation of Learning

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

K–6 Instructional Leadership

Ensuring that every teacher is supported at every stage of development is a
real focus at Dawson. To support and build a culture of continuous
improvement for all, a variety of processes have been adopted to ensure this
is possible. These include:
 • PDP development using the APST. Clearly developed goals, aligned to the
APST, allowed the alignment of Colleagues Sharing Practice to tailor the
support they were receiving to their identified need.
 • Refinement of the use of QTSS to create a coaching and mentoring culture
where the assistant principal and principal participate in lessons and later
provide positive feedback, as well as one take away point for further
refinement and development.
 • Ongoing shoulder to shoulder support from both the K–2 IL and the DP (for
3–6 classes) to ensure that every teacher across the school is supported and
focused on continual development.
 • Curriculum Conferences have been used used to examine student data
and work samples, alongside syllabus documents and learning progressions,
to identify where to next teaching strategies. The IL and DP then support the
implementation of these strategies within the classroom.
 • Professional learning throughout the year has focused on explicit teaching
strategies for reading, writing and numeracy (including EA4S focus of Big
Ideas in Number).

$270 000 (IL DP, QTSS, release, PL)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

In 2020, we will focus on making the data visible both in the staffroom and
the classroom. We will also examine ways we can utilise the expertise of our
IL and DP to work alongside APs to develop highly responsive, online
teaching and learning programs that pinpoint differentiated teaching
strategies.

Explicit Teaching and Feedback

To support the implementation of explicit teaching across the school, build
the capacity of staff to create highly responsive teaching and learning
programs that focus on personalising the curriculum is a real focus. That,
along with providing students with specific, timely feedback, both verbally and
written is becoming a real focus. This year, we have made the following
achievements in this area:
 • K–2 trialed online programming. This resulted in the moving from Google
Drive to Microsoft Teams, as well as the development of consistent literacy
and numeracy program templates across the school
 • The co–development of Support Teacher expectations to improve
communication and build a culture of shared responsibility and accountability
 • The development of the writing team who co–constructed a writing rubric,
and then unpacked this through professional learning sessions to ensure
understanding was developed
 • A writing snapshot was developed to capture where our students sat
across the stage, driving conversation around 'where to next' teaching
strategies for each of our students
 • A writing wall was developed to showcase student development and growth
across the year
 • The Visible Learning team was established in response to need for
teachers to provide timely and effective feedback
 • Book expectations, with clear guidelines around explicit feedback were
developed and communicated
In 2020, we will align Curriculum Conferences with a focus on CTJ,
snapshots and developing clear teaching points for each identified group of
students. PLCs will use this visible data to create highly responsive and
personalised teaching and learning programs, addressing differentiation in
writing, reading and number.

Articulation of Learning

In response to an identified need, the Visible Learning Team was established
with the goal of supporting teachers to identify what they were teaching, and
to articulate what our students needed to achieve in order toing be a
successful learner. Our achievements to date include:
 • an understand of why it is important for our students to know what they
need to do in order to be a successful learner
 • teachers have a clear understanding of what a learning intention and
success criteria is and refer to them in every lesson
 • the creation of learning intentions and success criteria is driving explicit
teaching strategies
 • students are beginning to articulate what they are learning and are
beginning to articulate what a successful learner looks like
In 2020, there will be a focus on providing timely explicit feedback, making
learning goals visible in every classroom and linking student learning goals to
5 weekly teaching focuses.

Process 2: A whole school approach to assessment

– Formative and Summative assessment

– Using the data

– Effective Feedback

– Reporting
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Formative and Summative Assessment

Formative assessment practices are embedded in everything we do here at
Dawson. Formative assessments occur consistently during guided reading,
writing and maths sessions. This data, and student work samples, are
brought for discussion and consultation during CC's where the syllabus and
progressions are used to validate teacher judgements. In order to further
validate teacher judgements, the following achievements have been made:
 • a whole school assessment timeline has been co–constructed and
communicated
 • support teachers have been aligned to support teacher administration of
assessments such as SENA, South Australian Spelling and Running Records
 • a K–6 writing rubric has been developed and professional learning for all
staff provided
 • Running record professional learning was provided for all staff
In 2020, the focus will be on purchasing an online assessment tool for
comprehension and number that validates our ongoing formative judgements,
highlighting yearly student growth and providing clear 'where to next' teaching
points for all students.

Using the Data

As a school, we use the formative data collected regularly to inform our
teaching. Achievements in this area include:
 • Stage meetings and planning days focus on using data to drive teaching
and learning for the following term rather than administrational tasks.
 • PLAN 2 data is used during curriculum conferences improving teacher
knowledge of syllabus content, learning progressions and teaching strategies
 • Data collected from PDPs, CSP and C&M are being used to drive teacher
professional learning
 • PBL data is being used to drive interventions and inform decision making
 • Termly stage data celebrations and presentations that highlight progress
made in a particular curriculum area, and 'where to next' teaching strategies
In 2020, making the data visible is a real focus, as well as creating 5 weekly
SMART goals for writing, reading and number. These goals will dive
programming and instructional leadership practices.

Effective Feedback

Please see Strategic Area 1, Explicit Teaching and Feedback and Articulation
of Learning.

Reporting

As a school, we have made significant progress in the area of consistent
teacher judgement, goal setting and communication with our families. Some
of the achievements we have made in this area include:
 • CTJ sessions occur regularly. This is improving teacher knowledge of
syllabus content, as well as ensuring that students are grouped accordingly
and receive the explicit instruction at their point of need. Furthermore, this
has ensured consistency of grades A–E on reports
 • Reading level guidelines established for A–E grades
 • In response to community and staff feedback, the student report format
was changed to provide families with information that is both informative and
easy to understand
 • 3 way goal setting and Seesaw expectations developed, communicated
and implemented. Using Seesaw has provided teachers with the opportunity
to celebrate students success regularly, as well as highlighting what is being
learn at school
In 2020, the school will report 5 weekly on the achievement and progress of
each student. This will relate to the students learning goals and overall
SMART goal. Seesaw, Skoolbag and the newsletter will be used to

$20 000 (release/support for C&M,
CSP, assessments, goal setting)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

communicate this.

Process 3:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Process 4:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Process 5:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Next Steps

In addition to building on the success of the already established programs, we will:
 • focus on making the data visible both in the staffroom and the classroom.
 • align Curriculum Conferences and PLCs. Snapshots will be used alongside syllabus documents to develop clear

teaching points for each identified group of students. PLCs will use this visible data to create highly responsive and
personalised teaching and learning programs, addressing differentiation in writing, reading and number.

 • make learning goals visible in every classroom and linking student learning goals to 5 weekly teaching focuses and
SMART goals.

 • purchase an online assessment tool for comprehension and number that validates our ongoing formative
judgements, highlights yearly student growth and provides clear 'where to next' teaching points for all students.

 • report on student achievement and progress on a 5 weekly basis. This will relate to the students learning goals and
overall SMART goal. Seesaw, Skoolbag and the newsletter will be used to communicate this.
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Strategic Direction 3

LEAD

Purpose

To create a distributive leadership culture where all staff members have a collective responsibility to lead initiatives and
programs focused on continuous improvement of teaching and learning.

Improvement Measures

A professional learning community that is focused on continuous improvement of
teaching and learning is established.

Distributive instructional leadership is evident, creating a culture of effective, evidenced–based teaching and ongoing
improvement so that every student makes measureable learning progress.

Overall summary of progress

The continuous improvement of all staff members is supported across every aspect of the school. This is evidenced in by
the following:

 • PDP processes are aligned with school based PL, Colleagues Sharing Practice, Coaching and Mentoring,
Beginning Teacher and Aspiring Leader programs

 • All staff are aligned to the area of the school plan they are passionate about. All staff collaboratively develop
milestones and improvement measures and work together to achieve the desired outcomes. Leadership positions
are shared amongst teachers and executive members

 • 7.9/10 school leaders have helped me improve my teaching (TTFM NSW Gov Norm 7.1/10)
 • Value Added NAPLAN data demonstrates a positive trajectory (2018–2019)

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 1: Professional Learning Connected Community

– Beginning teachers

– Aspiring leaders

– Inspired leaders

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Beginning Teachers

The school has made significant progress in creating a strong pipeline of
leaders, both in and across the network. These include:
 • Co–development of the Dawson PS induction program
 • The review and refinement of the beginning teacher program at Dawson.
This is highly responsive to the needs of our teachers, and timelined to
support their needs as the year progresses. Teachers from across the school
are sourced to present and build the capacity of one another.
 • Identified the need for a beginning teacher program across the Mt Druitt
network
 • Worked in partnerships with the Shared Services Team at Nirimba to
co–develop a Beginning Teacher package to be run across the network in
2020
In 2020, we will work with schools across the network to facilitate a BT
program that provides a consistent supportive, approach that compliments
school based professional learning for all beginning teachers.

Aspiring Leaders

$43 000 (Professional learning,
planning release)
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Identifying and supporting future leaders is critical to succession planning and
the ongoing success of the school. To highlight the success of this, we have:
 • aligned areas of our school plan to identified aspiring leaders
 • provided budgets, planning and budgeting tools and resources to enable
the successful implementation of each area
 • provided coaching around backward mapping, milestone development and
leading a team
 • aligned mentors to support each aspiring leader
In 2020, aspiring leaders will join the executive team throughout the year to
discuss their progress, challenges and where they would like to go next. Time
will be allocated for aspiring leaders to brainstorm their ideas, discuss their
problem and refine their thinking.

Inspired Leaders

The leadership team coordinates the implementation of the 3 strategic
directions. Achievements include:
 • presenting and regularly participating in the Mt Druitt AP network meetings
 • participating in EA4S PL Big Ideas in Number PL
 • providing PL on the implementing of concepts from Big Ideas in Numbers
across the school
 • Leading key processes and building the capacity of their teams
 • Staff achievement of PDPs
 • Student growth
In 2020, executive staff will reflect on their practice during executive
meetings, with a focus on building positive relationships and having
courageous conversations.

Process 2: Performance Management and Development

– Personalised professional learning

– Shared Practice

– Coaching and Mentoring (PDPs)

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Performance Management and Development

Professional learning needs to be relevant and responsive to the needs of
each teacher and the needs of the students. At Dawson, we have put a
significant emphasis on developing a culture where all teachers feel they
need to learn, not because they think they are not good enough but because
they can do better. Achievements this year include:
 • PDP goals are collated and linked to the APST and used to support teacher
development through Colleague Sharing Practice
 • Staff skills checklist developed and added to based on observations and
performance reviews
 • Professional learning offered to support staff needs (RR, Seesaw, Google
Drive, SENA, Reciprocal teaching, guided reading, IL and DP ongoing
support)
 • Stage meetings are linked to support improvement in students and staff to
achieve the improvement measures from the school plan
 • QTSS structures are in place to support every staff member to improve
through the establishment of a coaching and mentoring culture. Data from
QTSS is used to plan future professional learning sessions, curriculum
conference focuses as well as provide support structures for teacher
development.
In 2020, we will refine the coaching and mentoring process to enable staff to
reflect on their teaching based on co–developed success criteria.

QTSS – Coaching and Mentoring,
Colleagues Sharing Practice release,
PL

Process 3: High Expectations Culture
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 3: – Distributive Leadership

– School wide data analysis

– Celebration of Learning across the school community

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

Distributive Leadership

Collective responsibility and shared accountability are driving forces behind
the school's success. The following systems and procedures have been
embedded:
 • Staff choice and varied roles and responsibilities distributed among all staff
 • Strategic Direction teams meet termly to discuss improvement measures,
backward map, develop milestones and evaluate progress using evidence
 • Budget planning, management, alignment and purchasing systems
developed, communicated and implemented
 • Assigned mentors
 • Scheduled KLA meetings
 • Celebration of Learning
In 2020, we will welcome aspiring leaders to present data and progress to the
executive team and form an aspiring leader group to build capacity and
provide improvement projects within the school.

School Wide Data Analysis

As a school, we collect a lot of data and use this to inform what we do.
Whether it be on a systems level, or academic level. Our progress in this
area includes:
 • 3 weekly termly PBL data review and presentation – driving change where
needed
 • Termly stage based literacy and/or numeracy celebrations – identifying
where to next teaching strategies
 • Professional Learning Planning Meetings used to analyse PDP, C&M, CSP
and CC data to coordinate future professional learning linked to the
successful implementation of the school plan
 • Weekly behaviour and fortnightly attendance data analysed and
communicated
 • Termly review of LaST students and growth made to drive future programs
and learning goals
In 2020, to further validate our judgements, we will use summative online
programs to capture student growth and where to next teaching strategies. In
addition, SMART goals will be developed on a 5 weekly basis and
communicated and made visible.

Celebration of Learning across the Community

To further engage our families, and demonstrate the work that our students
and teachers are doing, we need to make a concerted effort to promote and
showcase the academic progress we are making to the wider community.
The progress we have made so far includes:
 • Seesaw is being used by all teachers, 4 times a term, to promote what and
how our students are learning at school
 • Student goals and work samples are being sent home to celebrate goals
being achieved and what they are working towards
 • Open classrooms are used to celebrate what and how our students are
learning, as well as creating a welcoming atmosphere for all our families
 • Student academic reports reflect what students can do and clearly show
areas for development
In 2020, we will communicate academic progress and SMART goals on a 5
weekly basis to our wider community in reading, writing and number. Seesaw
will be used weekly by all teachers to connect the work that is happening in
the classroom with our families.

$10 000
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Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Process 4:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Process 5:

Evaluation Funds Expended
(Resources)

N/A N/A

Next Steps

Communicating high expectations across the school community and ongoing commitment for continuous improvement
through the use of quality assessments to set the bar high are key features of building educational aspiration across the
school community. In 2020, we will:

 • welcome aspiring leaders to present data and progress to the executive team and form an aspiring leader group to
build capacity and provide improvement projects within the school.

 • use summative online programs to capture student growth and where to next teaching strategies. In addition,
SMART goals will be developed on a 5 weekly basis and communicated to the wider school community and made
visible within the school.

 • Seesaw will be used weekly by all teachers to connect the work that is happening in the classroom with our
families.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $48 990 Dawson Public School employs a part time
Aboriginal school learning support
officer(ASLSO) to assist Aboriginal students
with achieving their PLP goals. All Aboriginal
students set learning goals each term in
consultation with their teachers and parents.
This year this has been linked to our Goal
Setting afternoons. PLPs are collected and
checked for goals and progress each term. All
students and staff participated in NAIDOC
celebrations. Resources were purchased to
support these celebrations. As a part of this
celebration, an Aboriginal artwork was
created by all students and is now on display
in our Aboriginal garden. Our Aboriginal
students in years 2–6 participated in a
program run by volunteers from Aboriginal
families support services at Anglicare. The
children engaged in music, art and cultural
lessons to learn about Aboriginal culture and
develop pride in their identity. Our Aboriginal
students also worked with Dalmarie to create
an Aboriginal mural that is also on display in
our garden area. This was a collaborative
effort with an Aboriginal artist and the whole
school community. Our Aboriginal preschool
students were also supported by an SLSO by
Ngroo who worked alongside preschool
teachers to further develop early literacy and
numeracy skills as well as link outside
agencies and support services to their
families.

English language proficiency $50 625 In 2019, EAL/D students were assessed and
phased using the EAL/D Scales and Learning
Progression Tool. Students considered for
support were based on phases and were
grouped across the stage for classroom and
withdrawal support. Beginning Phase student,
received intensive literacy sessions weekly for
half an hour, which focused on literacy
concepts including language development
and writing. This aimed at helping them
develop appropriate skills in order to succeed
within their classroom. Students have
progressed and gained confidence in
speaking, listening and writing, increasing
their English language proficiency and
positively impacting their participation and
engagement in learning.

Low level adjustment for disability $217 212 In 2019, Student Learning Support Officers
were employed to support classroom
teachers with implementing effective literacy
and numeracy programs. SLSOs worked
closely with classroom teachers to provide
individual support for students, as well as
work with a targeted group of students to
enhance and support learning. 100% of
SLSOs identified 3–5 professional learning
goals, and implemented a targeted plan
through professional learning as well as
working collaboratively with classroom
teachers. SLSOs were appointed to specific
students in the playground. Their focus was
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Low level adjustment for disability $217 212 to engage students during break times, and
help them develop appropriate social skills.
This, along with the introduction of playground
initiatives, has resulted in a decrease in the
number of behaviour referrals for particular
students, and an increase in students having
positive interactions with others in the
playground.

Quality Teaching, Successful
Students (QTSS)

$57 627 QTSS provides our executive teachers with
an additional 2 hours a week to work
alongside and support their team members.
Through feedback, we have developed a
Coaching and Mentoring structure that allows
each executive member to support the
individual needs of each team member. This
time is used to discuss teaching strategies,
offer demonstration lessons, provide in class
support in the way of coaching, or simply
provide time to promote professional
conversations on an area of need or of their
choice, linked to the achievement of the
PDPs. This process is ensuring all staff
members, at every stage of their
development, are being supported in their
professional development whilst continually
building a supportive culture of continuous
learning and collective efficacy.

Socio–economic background $582 352 Additional teachers, Deputy Principal, and
school learning support officers have been
employed to supplement and strengthen
teaching and learning programs, as well as
meet the diverse learning needs of our
students. This includes both support and
extension programs for literacy and
numeracy, including STEAM, Robotics and
social skills. There has also been a big push
to develop consistent PBL practices across
the school in building and promoting a
positive school culture. Social skills programs
have been developed, playground initiatives,
new certificates and reward systems including
reward days have been introduced. SLSOs
were employed to support literacy and
numeracy programs and provide increased
individual and targeted support to students. A
speech pathologist is contracted one day per
week to support students requiring speech
and language support. Additional resources
were purchased to support literacy and
numeracy programs.

Support for beginning teachers $28 260 Beginning teachers are provided with an
additional hour for planning purposes and an
additional hour of support from a chosen
mentor. Our beginning teachers have worked
collaboratively to identify their areas of need
and this, along with the school beginning
teacher program which was co–developed by
the school and the Shared Services team,
has been implemented to ensure our
beginning teachers are highly skilled and
supported across all areas of the school. The
beginning teacher program is strengthened by
other programs that run across the school
including Coaching and Mentoring and
Colleagues Sharing Practice.
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Early Action for Success $163 254 As a part of the Literacy and Numeracy
Strategy 2017–2020, Dawson PS has a 2
Instructional Leaders at the school. Apart
from leading K–6 professional learning in
Literacy and Numeracy at the school, the
instructional leaders have mentored staff in
establishing quality mathematics, writing,
reciprocal reading and phonics (focus areas
identified by the school) programs. Teachers
have had the opportunity for professional
dialogue with the instructional leader to
analyse student work samples. All teachers,
K–6 (with the inclusion of a school funded 3–6
Instructional Leader) meet with the
instructional leader twice a term for collegial
analysis of student work samples (case
management), to discuss teaching strategies
to be implemented and analyse data.
Teachers are developing an understanding of
the Literacy and Numeracy progressions,
using this knowledge to track and support
student growth. Teachers have engaged in
consistent teacher judgement conversations
to develop a shared understanding of grade
and stage expectations, using the syllabus as
a guide. Outcomes from these discussions as
well as formal and informal assessment data
were used to identify students needing
support to achieve grade level outcomes. A
range of data and teachers' knowledge of the
students and how they learn, has been vital in
the decision–making process regarding the
support provided to students to enable them
achieve grade outcomes. Throughout the
year there have been flexible forms of
learning support provided in the school,
targeting a range of students' learning needs.
Examples are one–on–one intervention, small
group targeted intervention, withdrawal and
in–class support in both Literacy and
Numeracy provided by support teachers as
well as SLSOs.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2016 2017 2018 2019

Boys 155 162 160 154

Girls 138 141 129 145

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019

K 92.5 90 89.2 88.7

1 92.3 89.1 88.1 89.2

2 92.5 90.8 89.7 88.9

3 93.1 90.5 91 90.1

4 91.3 92.1 90.1 91.4

5 93.4 91.2 92.8 90.5

6 92 89.3 92.2 90.9

All Years 92.4 90.4 90.4 89.9

State DoE

Year 2016 2017 2018 2019

K 94.4 94.4 93.8 93.1

1 93.9 93.8 93.4 92.7

2 94.1 94 93.5 93

3 94.2 94.1 93.6 93

4 93.9 93.9 93.4 92.9

5 93.9 93.8 93.2 92.8

6 93.4 93.3 92.5 92.1

All Years 94 93.9 93.4 92.8

Management of non-attendance

Attendance at school has a big impact on longer term outcomes for children and young people. When a child is not at
school they miss important opportunities to learn, build friendships and develop their skills through play. Regular
attendance at school is a shared responsibility between schools and parents. By working together we can have a positive
effect on supporting our children and young people to regularly attend school.

Our teachers promote and monitor regular attendance at school and all our schools have effective measures in place to
record attendance and follow up student absences promptly. They are guided by the School Attendance policy which
details the management of non–attendance.
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Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal(s) 1

Assistant Principal(s) 3

Classroom Teacher(s) 12.17

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning and Support Teacher(s) 1.4

Teacher Librarian 0.6

School Administration and Support Staff 4.92

*Full Time Equivalent

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workforce composition

The Department actively supports the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees
through the use of identified positions, scholarship opportunities to become a teacher and by providing a culturally safe
workplace. As of 2019, 3.9% of the Department's workforce identify as Aboriginal people.

Workforce ATSI

Staff type Benchmark1 2019 Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander representation2

School Support 3.30% 7.20%

Teachers 3.30% 2.90%

Note 1 – The NSW Public Sector Aboriginal Employment Strategy 2014–17 introduced an aspirational target of 1.8% by 2021 for each of the sector's
salary bands. If the aspirational target of 1.8% is achieved in salary bands not currently at or above 1.8%, the cumulative representation of Aboriginal
employees in the sector is expected to reach 3.3%.

Note 2 – Representation of diversity groups are calculated as the estimated number of staff in each group divided by the total number of staff. These
statistics have been weighted to estimate the representation of diversity groups in the workforce, where diversity survey response rates were less than
100 per cent. The total number of staff is based on a headcount of permanent and temporary employees.

Teacher qualifications

All casual, temporary and permanent teachers in NSW public schools must hold a NSW Department of Education
approval to teach. Teachers with approval to teach must be accredited with the NSW Education Standards Authority, and
hold a recognised teaching degree. All NSW teachers must hold a valid NSW Working With Children Check clearance.

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

Professional learning is core to enabling staff to improve their practice.

Professional learning includes five student–free School Development Days and induction programs for staff new to our
school and/or system. These days are used to improve the capacity of teaching and non–teaching staff in line with
school and departmental priorities.
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Financial information

Financial summary

The information provided in the financial summary includes reporting from 1 January 2019 to 31 December 2019. The
Principal is responsible for the financial management of the school and ensuring all school funds are managed in line
with Department policy requirements.

2019 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 627,669

Revenue 4,082,421

Appropriation 3,959,116

Sale of Goods and Services 40,834

Grants and contributions 78,702

Investment income 3,769

Expenses -4,487,727

Employee related -3,594,806

Operating expenses -892,921

Surplus / deficit for the year -405,306

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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Financial summary - Equity loadings

The equity loading data is the main component of the 'Appropriation' line item of the financial summary above.

2019 Approved SBA ($)

Targeted Total 133,830

Equity Total 899,179

Equity - Aboriginal 48,990

Equity - Socio-economic 582,352

Equity - Language 50,625

Equity - Disability 217,212

Base Total 2,078,418

Base - Per Capita 72,445

Base - Location 0

Base - Other 2,005,974

Other Total 701,189

Grand Total 3,812,617

Figures presented in this report may be subject to rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom line totals,
which are calculated without any rounding.
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School performance - NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and numeracy assessments are
reported on a scale from Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale represents increasing levels of skills and
understandings demonstrated in these assessments.

From 2018 to 2021 NAPLAN is moving from a paper test to an online test. Individual schools are transitioning to the
online test, with some schools participating in NAPLAN on paper and others online. Results for both online and paper
formats are reported on the same NAPLAN assessment scale. Any comparison of NAPLAN results – such as
comparisons to previous NAPLAN results or to results for students who did the assessment in a different format – should
be treated with care.

Literacy and Numeracy Graphs

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 10.9 6.5 15.2 28.3 15.2 23.9

School avg 2017-2019 16 8.4 21.4 27.5 15.3 11.5
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Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 6.7 17.8 26.7 11.1 26.7 11.1

School avg 2017-2019 7.7 18.5 30.8 19.2 18.5 5.4

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 8.7 15.2 19.6 23.9 13.0 19.6

School avg 2017-2019 8.4 20.6 20.6 19.8 16 14.5
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Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 0.0 4.4 31.1 33.3 26.7 4.4

School avg 2017-2019 8.5 8.5 32.6 30.2 17.8 2.3

Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 11.8 26.5 38.2 14.7 8.8 0.0

School avg 2017-2019 13 23.5 33 20 8.7 1.7
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Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 2.9 26.5 44.1 23.5 2.9 0.0

School avg 2017-2019 13.8 25 34.5 23.3 3.4 0

Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 5.9 17.6 41.2 23.5 8.8 2.9

School avg 2017-2019 13 14.8 27 31.3 11.3 2.6
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Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 0.0 14.7 55.9 26.5 2.9 0.0

School avg 2017-2019 11.3 18.3 45.2 22.6 2.6 0

Band 1 2 3 4 5 6

Percentage of students 2.2 37.0 28.3 13.0 15.2 4.3

School avg 2017-2019 4.7 32.8 33.6 18 8.6 2.3
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Band 3 4 5 6 7 8

Percentage of students 0.0 26.5 47.1 20.6 5.9 0.0

School avg 2017-2019 6.1 27.2 37.7 20.2 7 1.8
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Parent/caregiver, student, teacher satisfaction

Last year, our Year 4, 5 and 6 students and many parents completed the online Tell Them Me Survey. This years results
are a wonderful representation of the hard work and commitment our students, teachers, leaders and community
members are making on developing a positive, student centred culture, focused on creating productive and positive
learning environments for everyone. The student TTFM survey indicated that 87% of students have positive behaviour at
school (NSW Govt norm 83%), 85% of students are interested and motivated (NSW Govt norm 78%) and 93% of
students try hard to succeed in their learning (NSW Govt norm 88%). 9.1/10 students feel that classroom instruction is
well–organised, with a clear purpose, and with immediate feedback that helps them learn (NSW Govt norm 8.2/10). The
parent TTFM survey indicated that 7.6/10 families believed the school reports on their child's progress and it is written in
terms they understand, 8.1/10 parents feel the school uses clear, well written information and that they are well informed
about school activities, 7.8/10 parents feel their children are encouraged to do their best at work and that their teacher
expects them to work hard (NSW Govt norm 7.3/10). 7.9/10 parents feel that their child is clear about rules for expected
behaviour. Every year, teachers also complete the TTFM survey. From this year's survey, the following information was
derived. 8/10 teachers have had support from leaders to create new learning opportunities for students. 7.9/10 teachers
feel leaders have helped them improve their teaching and 8/10 teachers feel school leaders have helped to create a safe
and orderly school environment (NSW Govt norm 7.1/10).
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Policy requirements

Aboriginal Education Policy

The responsibility for enacting the Aboriginal Education Policy rests with all Departmental staff. The policy should
underpin and inform planning, teaching practice and approaches to educational leadership in all educational settings.

Evidence of effective implementation of the policy included:
 • Establishing, building and strengthening relationships with the Local Aboriginal Education Consultative Group,

Aboriginal people and communities.
 • Providing, in partnership with Aboriginal people and communities, education which promotes quality teaching, is

engaging, and is culturally appropriate and relevant.
 • Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students will match or better the outcomes of the broader student population.
 • Implementation of Personalised Learning Pathways for all Aboriginal students in a school culture of high

expectations.

Anti-Racism Policy

All teachers are responsible for supporting students to develop an understanding of racism and discrimination and the
impact these may have on individuals and the broader community. Principals are responsible for examining school
practices and procedures to ensure they are consistent with the policy. All schools have an Anti–Racism Contact Officer
who is trained to respond to concerns in relation to racism.

Multicultural Education Policy

Teachers address the specific learning and wellbeing needs of students from culturally diverse backgrounds through
their teaching and learning programs. Principals are responsible for ensuring that school policies, programs and
practices respond to the cultural, linguistic and religious diversity of the school community, and provide opportunities that
enable all students to achieve equitable education and social outcomes.
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